
Information for your safety 
    Do not disassemble or modify failure to observe this precaution could result in electric 
shock or product malfunction. should the product break open as the result of a fall or other 
accident, remove the batteries 
 
     Keep dry do not handle with wet hands or immerse in or expose to water or rain. Failure to 
observe this precaution could result in fire or electric shock 
 
    Do not use in the presence of flammable gas failure to observe this precaution could result in 
explosion  or fire 
 
    keep out of reach of children this device contains small parts which may pose a choking 
hazard. consult a physician immediately if a child swallows any part of this device 
 
     Do not expose to high temperatures Do not leave the device in a closed vehicle under the 
sun or in other areas subject to extremely high temperatures. Failure to observe this precaution 
could result in fire or in damage to the casing or internal parts. 
 
    Observe precaution when handling  batteries Batteries may leak or explode if improperly 
handled. Observe the following precautions when handling batteries for use in this device: 
● Read and follow all warnings and instructions provided by the manufacturer. 
● Do not mix old and new batteries or batteries of different types.  
● Do not short or disassemble. 
● Do not expose to flame or excessive heat. 
● Do not attempt to insert batteries upside down or backwards. 
● Batteries are prone to leakage when fully discharged. To avoid damage to the product, be sure 
to remove the batteries when leaving the product unattended for prolonged periods or when no 
charge remains. 
● Should liquid from the batteries come into contact with skin or clothing, rinse immediately 
with fresh water. 
 
Introduction 
Thank you for your purchase of Aputure Pro Coworker remote shutter, the product suits a wide 
variety of tasks. It offers complete control of camera shutter without cumbersome cable 
connection between the hand control units and the camera. see page 8 for a list of compatible 
cameras. 
 
Main features as follows 
The world first cable exchangeable wireless remote release 
Effective remote distance at open area: 10m  
wired and wireless two operation methods free to choose. 
Full function camera shutter control fits various tasks 
16-unquie-channel supports multiple user environment 
Ultra low-power consumption benefits a longer period of use 



Power exhausting prompt design 
 
Inserting Batteries 
Transmitter: 
Slide the battery-chamber cover from the back 
of the transmitter and insert one 12V/23A 
battery  
(enclosed in package). 
 
Receiver: 
Slide the battery-chamber cover  
from the back of the receiver and 
insert two AAA 1.5v alkaline  
batteries  
(enclosed in package). 
 
Replacing Batteries 
When replacing batteries on transmitter or receiver: 
1. Check the receiver is on the (off ) position 
2. Turn the camera off and disconnect the receiver 
3. Remove the batteries. 
 
The Low Battery Indicator: 
LED indicator on receiver blinking fast when the batteries are low, ready change batteries. 
 
Operation 
1、Turn off the camera and set the switch(5) of the receiver to ｀off＇. 
2、Insert the cable end camera plugin (13) into camera remote socket, cable end receiver plugin 
(12) into receiver plugin socket (3). 
3、Adjust radio channel (2) on receiver and transmitter to the same position, e.g. the channel on the 
receiver set to ｀1234 ＇and the transmitter must use the same channel. 
4、Set the receiver switch (5) to ｀on＇, and turn on the camera. 
5、Extend the transmitter antenna (11) fully. 
 
Wireless modes: 
A. Single shutter (camera in single shoot) 
Half press the release button on transmitter for activating camera’s auto focus and light metering 
system. Full press release button for picture shooting. LED indicator turns from green to red. 
 
B. Continuous shutter (camera in continuous shoot) Same step as single, but keep the release 
button for taking picture continually. 
 
C. Bulb shutter (camera in bulb) 
same step as single shutter while hold release button over 3 seconds, free to loose release button 



after see the red light on transmitter off and red light on receiver constant on ,re-press the release 
button to remove long exposure. 
 
D. Delay /self 

Switch the transmitter mode to clock (   ), full press release button, camera automatic focus 

and shutter after 5 seconds, LED indicator in receiver will start blinking from slow to fast. 
 
Cable mode 
Press release button on the receiver side, user can focus and release camera shutter without use 
transmitter, even without battery. 
 
Specification 

 
 
Compatible Sheet: 

 
 
Precautions for Use: 
1. Use only the prescribed battery. 
2. Check the camera battery level and number of exposures remaining before using the Wireless 
remoteshutter. (See the camera manual ford etails). 



3. Some cameras have an AF activation option that determines whether the camera will focus 
when the release button is pressed halfway (see the camera manual for details) 
4. Please do not connect or disassemble the receiver under the state of camera power-on. 
5. Please do make the connector connected firmly to avoid problems in Operation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the 
following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and 
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that 
may cause undesired operation. 
 
 Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for 
compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment。 
 

 
 

Company: Aputure Imaging Industries Co., Ltd 
Name: Aputure Pro Coworker Wireless Remote 
Model Number: 2N-blk 

FCC ID: 2AABZ2N-BLK 


